
Introduction:

Alzheimer’s disease is a progressive and fatal

neurodegenerative disorder manifested by

cognitive and memory deterioration, progressive

impairment of activities of daily living and a variety

of neuropsychiatric symptoms and behavioral

disturbances.

Alzheimer’s disease is the most common form of

dementia, accounting for 50-56% cases at autopsy

and in clinical series2. More than 35 million people

worldwide; 5.5 million in the United States have

Alzheimer’s disease, a deterioration of memory and

other cognitive domains that leads to death within

3-9 years after diagnosis2.

Alzheimer disease (AD), specifically the late onset

form of AD (LOAD) is common. Although mutation

in the genes PS1, PS2, and APP cause less

common forms of early-onset, autosomal

dominant familial AD (FAD), these cases

represent <1% of AD3.

Exact aetiopathogenesis of Alzheimer’s disease is

still poorly understood. Well-known hypothesis

includes amyloid hypothesis by Hardy and

Higgins4in 1992, by Hardy and Selkoe5in

2002.Many risk factors have been defined in the

literature and the roles of environmental factors,

nutrition, some vitamins and trace elements have

been investigated6,7,8.Magnesium is one of the
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Abstract:

Background: Alzheimer’s disease is a neurodegenerative disease. It is the most

common cause of dementia in individuals older than 60 years of age. Age is the most

important risk factor for Alzheimer’s disease. It is important to identify modifiable risk

factors. One such important modifiable risk factor is Magnesium, a trace element. The

objective of the study was to see the association of serum Magnesium concentration

with Alzheimer’s disease patients. Method: It was a case control study carried out in

neurology department of BSMMU, Dhaka. Total 68 patients were enrolled as study

population after satisfying inclusion and exclusion criteria. Among them, 34 were grouped

as case and rest 34 were control. Serum Magnesium concentration was detected. Result:

Serum Magnesium concentration was significantly lower in AD patients than that of

control group [2.04±0.19 mg/dl vs 2.36±0.21 mg/dl. Conclusion: The results of our

study revealed an expression that the trace element, Magnesium concentration has an

association with Alzheimer’s disease.
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important ions in the central nervous system and

dietary deficiency of Mg2+ increases the

neurotoxicity9. Because of its involvement in a

number of bioenergetics and biochemical activities,

magnesium appears to play an important role in

normal neuronal activity10.

Onset of AD is usually insidious. Family members

or even the patient himself or herself cannot

mention the time of beginning. Clinically it is

characterized by loss of memory, inability to learn

new things, loss of language function, a deranged

perception of space, unable to calculate,

depression and other manifestations.

AD is a progressive disorder. Familial occurrence

of Alzheimer’s disease is also well established. In

less than 1 percent of such cases, there is a

dominant inheritance pattern with a high degree of

penetrance and appearance of disease at a

younger age11,12. The annual incidence worldwide

increases from 1% between the ages of 60 and 70

years to 6% - 8% at the age of 85 years or older13.

The most commonly used and widely accepted

criteria for Alzheimer’s disease is the NINCDS-

ADRDAcriteria14,15.This criteria is very useful. For

early and presysmptomatic (prodromal) AD

diagnosis, a criteria is proposed by Dubois et al. in

200716.

There is no definitive investigation to confirm the

AD. But some helpful investigations are CT/MRI

of brain, PET scanning, PET imaging with the use

of amyloid-binding compounds, such as carbon 11-

labeled pitsburgh compound B (PIB) and CSF

markers.

Magnesium is the fourth most abundant mineral.

It is a cofactor for >300 metabolic reactions in the

body. Magnesium is the second most abundant

divalent cation in serum, exceeded only by

calcium17. Approximately 1% of total body

magnesium is extracellular.  Intracellular

concentration of Magnesium is higher than that in

serum.

The most common test for the evaluation of

magnesium levels and magnesium status in

patients is serum magnesium concentration18. It

is most practicable and inexpensive.

Mg has been shown in vitro to gate cation channels

opened by glutamate and particularly those on the

N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors.

Glutamate binding to NMDA receptors was reduced

by 75-80% in the hippocampus of Alzheimer

disease brains. The hypothesis of a link between

this loss of glutamatergic transmission and Mg

depletion in the hippocampus in Alzheimer’s

disease has been proposed. Glick goes further and

suggests that Alzheimer’s disease involves a

defective transport process characterized by both

an abnormally low Mg incorporation and an

abnormally high Al incorporation into brain

neurons19.

Methods:

It was a case control study. Place of study was

Dementia clinic, outpatient and inpatient

department of Neurology, BSMMU, Dhaka. Study

period was July’16 to March’ 18. Study Population

includes all adult patients with clinical diagnosis of

AD. Patients with AD (as cases) and age and sex

matched non-demented patients (as controls) were

selected by purposive sampling method.

Inclusion criteria for cases included were patients

with diagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease (according

to NINCDS-ADRDA Criteria), Age- more than 40

years, both male & female. Exclusion Criteria for

cases included were congestive heart failure, acute

exacerbation of COPD, acute Ml, uncontrolled

hypertension (SBP ≥180 mm Hg), uncontrolled DM,

moderate to severe renal or hepatic disease,

diseases causing progressive deficit in cognition,

Parkinson’s disease, subdural hematoma, NPH,

Stroke, brain tumor.

Inclusion criteria for control included were non-

demented patients (age and sex matched) in

inpatient and outpatient department of Neurology,

BSMMU. The patients with the diagnosis of tension

type headache, migraine, hemifacial spasm,

writer’s cramp, low back pain, cervical spondylitis,

PLID were included as control group.

Exclusion criteria for control included were patients

of any type of dementia, patients unwilling to take

part in study, drugs causing decreased magnesium

level eg. diuretics, ethanol, cisplatin, cyclosporine.
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H/O stroke, acute MI, acute or unstable medical

conditions, heart failure, malignancy, chronic liver

disease, chronic kidney disease were also included

in exclusion criteria.

After taking careful history, physical and neurological

examination including MMSE was done. The

cognitive impairment was assessed by MMSE Score

(Mild: 20-24, Moderate: 10-19. Severe: <10). MMSE

is a simplified, scored form of the cognitive metal

status examination. It includes eleven questions,

requires only 5-10 min to administer, and is therefore

practical to use serially and routinely20.

Relevant investigations including MRI of Brain were

done to diagnose AD and to rule out other causes

of dementia. Diagnosis of AD was established

before doing Serum Mg concentration.

A questionnaire was developed in English. Bengali

version of MMSE was reproduced for easy

communication. According to specific objectives,

the questionnaire was developed using the

selected variables. A checklist section was also

made for data collection. Before starting data

collection, the details of the study were explained

to each patient and patient’s attendants and

informed consent of the respondents was obtained.

At the end of data collection, the mean and

standard deviation of Serum Mg levels of both

cases and controls were calculated. Quantitative

data was analyzed by unpaired t test and qualitative

data was analyzed by χ2(Chi Square) test. The level

of significance was set at P<0.05.

Results:

Table I shows that the mean age (±SD) was

63.26±8.18 years in case group and 60.23±8.22

year in control group. There was no significant

difference in age distribution between case and

control (p>0.05).In case, 55.9% were male and

44.1% were female. Statistically no significant

difference was observed between the two groups

in term of gender (p>0.05).

Table II shows mean serum magnesium

concentration in case group was 2.04±0.19, in

control group was 2.36±0.21.In case group, serum

magnesium concentration is significantly less in

comparison to control group.

Table III shows the odds ratio between case and

control group is 10.63 (95%CI:3.26-34.65). The

odds ratio 10.63 indicated that serum magnesium

concentration below 2.15 mg/dl can increase the

risk of Alzheimer’s disease by 10.63 times.

Table IV shows that most of the patients presented

with moderate dementia (58.8%) followed by mild

(23.5%) and then severe dementia (17.6%).

Table-I

Distribution of study subjects according to age (n=68)

                                          Group p value

Case (n=34) Control (n=34)

Age (years)

40 – 49 1 (2.9) 3 (8.8) 0.613

50 – 59 8 (23.5) 11 (32.4) 0.416

60 – 69 20 (58.8) 17 (50.0) 0.466

≥70 5 (14.7) 3 (8.8) 0.709

Mean±SD 63.26±8.18 60.23±8.22 0.133

Gender

Male 19 (55.9) 19 (55.9) 1.000

Female 15 (44.1) 15 (44.1)
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Figure 2 shows correlation of serum Magnesium

concentration with duration of dementia. Negative

correlation coefficient(r=-0.196) was observed

which was not statistically significant (p=0.250).

Table-II

Serum magnesium concentration in case and control (n=68)

Serum magnesium                                     Group p value

Case (n=34) Control (n=34)

Mean ± SD 2.04 ± 0.19 2.36 ± 0.21 <0.001

Table-III

Distribution of study subject at 2.15mg/dl serum magnesium concentration

(cut off value) in case and control (n=68)

Group n (%) OR              95%CI (lower – upper) p value*

Serum Case 22 (64.7) 10.63 3.26 34.65 <0.001s

Magnesium Control 5 (14.7)

<2.15 mg/dl

Table-IV

Distribution of AD dementia patient according to

severity (n=34)

Dementia Frequency (n) Percentage (%)

Mild 8 23.5

Moderate 20 58.8

Severe 6 17.6

Fig.-1 (Scatter diagram):  Correlation of serum

Magnesium concentration with MMSE score.
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Figure 1 shows correlation of serum Magnesium

concentration with MMSE score. Here positive

correlation coefficient (r=+0.018) was observed

which was not statistically significant (p=0.920).

Discussion:

In this study, analysis of age distribution showed

that there was no significant difference in mean

age between two groups (P>0.05) It  is consistent

with studies like Veronese et al.21, Lemke et al.22,

but these age groups seemed to be higher in

comparison to our study. It might be due to lower

life expectancy of our population.

Fig.-2 (Scatter diagram):  Correlation of serum

Magnesium concentration with duration of

dementia.
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Both in case and control group, 55.9% (19) were

male and 44.1% (15) were female. There was male

preponderance both in case and control groups.

Statistically no significant difference was observed

between the two groups in terms of gender

(p>0.05). AD is more common in female patients

in many studies of other countries22,23. In the

context of our country, female patients have less

health seeking behavior. That’s why female patients

were enrolled less. The mean (±SD) value (mg/dl)

of Serum Magnesium concentration in AD patients

was found less than that of control group [2.04±0.19

Vs 2.36±0.21] which is statistically significant

(p<0.001). It is consistent with other studies like

Vural et al. 23, Basheer et al.24.The cut off value of

serum Magnesium was set at 2.15 mg/dl. In this

study, below cut off value in case group was 64.7%

and in control group was 14.7%. It is statistically

significant (p<0.001). The odds ratio was 10.63

(95% CI : 3.26-34.65). It indicated that serum

magnesium concentration lower than 2.15 mg/dl

can increase the risk of Alzheimer’s by 10.63 times.

Outpatient Department of Neurology, BSMMU runs

a weekly dementia clinic where dementia patients

are evaluated and treated. This study revealed that

most patients presented with moderate dementia

(58.8%).The rest had mild (23.5%) and severe

dementia (17.6%).

So we can comment that in agreement with

previous studies, in our study serum magnesium

concentrations were found to be significantly

decreased in AD dementia patients when

compared to controls.

Conclusion:

The present study revealed that serum magnesium

concentration was significantly lower in AD patients

in comparison to control group. So, this biomarker

has association with AD. However, there was no

significant relationship between serum magnesium

level and severity of disease. Also there was no

significant correlation between serum magnesium

concentration and duration of AD.
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